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Editorial.
Exchange and Non-Exchange: Confronting Borders 
in the History of the Black Sea
by Alexander E. Balistreri and Boris Belge

It is possible, perhaps, to pinpoint the exact day on which all the sides of the 
Black Sea were at their closest to one another, symbolically speaking. On 3 January 
1922, Mikhail Frunze, as extraordinary representative of the Ukrainian SSR to 
Turkey, invited Turkish and other dignitaries to the Ukrainian embassy in Ankara. 
The flags of Soviet Ukraine, Soviet Russia, Soviet Azerbaijan, and Turkey stood 
proudly at the front of the dining hall under the words “Long Live the Entente 
of the Peoples of the East.” More Turkish and Ukrainian flags adorned the walls. 
Frunze addressed the assembled dignitaries and commended the recent signing 
of the Turkish-Ukrainian Treaty of Friendship and Fraternity. Mustafa Kemal 
Paşa (later Atatürk) responded warmly. “It might be said,” remarked the Turkish 
nationalist leader, “that Ukraine and Turkey are actually two contiguous countries 
[iki muttasıl memlekettir]. Turn your eyes to the north: A sea! But if, for a moment, 
we imagine the sea to be gone, we see two countries at their closest proximity to 
one another. The sincere friendship between the peoples of these two countries is 
equally close.”1

For the rest of the twentieth century, however, Frunze and Mustafa Kemal’s 
invitation to erase the Black-Sea barrier from the imagination was not reflected in 
the real world. Instead, politics and academia on all sides turned inward, hardening 
the physical and scholarly borders around the Black Sea. On the Turkish side, the 
state, alongside many historians and ethnographers, enthusiastically pursued 
efforts to establish the essential Turkishness of the country’s Black-Sea region 
(Karadeniz). Along the coast, the young Turkish Republic insisted on its cabotage 
rights, ending the predominance of foreign shipping in the southern Black Sea. 
Indeed, such shipping became an essential issue of the nation-state: The Ottomans, 
who had given up their exclusive control of the coastline to foreign shipping 
companies, were now, as Turks, to take command of the country’s shorelines, 
and especially its coveted Straits.2 On land, meanwhile, local populations with 
“dangerous” connections beyond Turkish borders — the Greek Orthodox or Laz, 
for example — were either physically removed or somehow “demonstrated” to be 
Turkish. Old place names of non-Turkish origin were Turkified and the local, pre-
Republican archives were destroyed.3 Though the people living in the Turkish Black-
Sea region themselves remembered a shared past and only partially adopted the 
insular approach of official history,4 the prospects of pursuing the topic of a shared 
Black-Sea history remained limited at the academic level. In a delayed reaction to 
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the end of the Cold War, however, the 2000s saw a spectacular rise in interest in 
Black Sea regional studies from the Turkish side. Universities began to host regular 
international conferences on the Black Sea; newly established publishing houses, 
think tanks, and university departments began to publish several journals on Black 
Sea studies — journals that show no signs of thirsting for content. Turkish research 
conducted in the later period has tended to fall into one of three categories: works 
in security studies, emphasizing Turkish geopolitical and state interests; works 
highlighting the heritage of Turkish or Turkic peoples around the Black Sea; and 
works that attempt to reclaim the lost polyethnic heritage of the Turkish Black-Sea 
region.5

As for the northern part of the Black Sea, things did not begin on much better 
footing. After the establishment of the Soviet Union, researchers concerned 
themselves mainly with territorial conflicts and contemporary problems in the 
region, such as the (re-)incorporation of the Southern Caucasus into the Soviet 
state by the Bolshevik commissar for nationality polices, Iosif Stalin. During the 
later decades of the Soviet Union, a certain interest was sparked among historians 
of the eighteenth century toward Catherine II’s ambitious geopolitical “Greek 
Project,” but the Black Sea as a contested contact zone between two empires was 
only rarely the main focus of historical research. Among others Elena Druzhinna 
stood out as an expert in the eighteenth century. Her work was mainly interested 
in social and economic history of the northern Black Sea.6 During the last years of 
the Soviet Union and after the end of the Cold War, the Black Sea became the topic 
of numerous articles, books, and conferences.7 However, even these approaches 
tended to be written or discussed from either a predominantly Russian perspective 
or from scholars from the field of Middle and Near Eastern studies alone. While 
this division is not surprising (given the specific needs and demands for research 
in the field, namely language skills and academic education), it remains an obstacle 
to the production of a synthetic, cross-regional history of the Black Sea.

Is it possible to bring these disparate realms of scholarship together? This 
special issue of Euxeinos, whose contributors explore the themes of mobility and 
stasis in modern Black Sea history, emerged from an international workshop 
that we (the editors) organized at the University of Basel in December 2018. As 
historians working on these regions on their respective sides of the Black Sea, we 
had the opportunity to discuss with scholars working on different segments of the 
region what all of us might learn from one another.8 In a keynote address entitled 
“Black Sea Crossings: Migrants and the Worlds They Made,” historian Eileen Kane 
presented a series of models that historians have used or might use to view the 
Black Sea as a region. Yet, as Kane admitted, none of these models seemed to work 
for the Black Sea at all times: The sea was a historical hub in some global networks 
but not in others; it served as a highway or bridge for merchants, migrants, and 
agents of modernization, but travel across the Black Sea was usually unidirectional; 
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it was an arena of competition but also, at times, a mare clausum. In the symbolic-
discursive realm, too, the field of Black Sea studies struck us as ambiguous. We, 
as scholars, were trying to put the Black Sea at the center of our analysis, but the 
countries around the Black Sea themselves have often perceived it as more of a 
“backyard”: Indeed, no internationally recognized state today has its capital on the 
sea. Eyüp Özveren, a pioneer in the establishment of Black Sea regional studies as 
a field, goes as far as to call the “Black Sea world” a “permanent frontier zone.”9

These contrasting, even contradictory, facets of the Black Sea, along with the 
institutional fragmentation of twentieth-century scholarship around its shores, 
have called into question the value of studying the Black Sea as coherent region 
in modern history.10 Though they had their precedents, it was particularly starting 
in the late 1990s that global scholars began to attempt to prove the value in 
studying the modern history of the Black Sea as a region.11 The large number of 
academic analyses in the social sciences and area studies today generally focus 
on the Black Sea merely as a newly emerging region of significant geopolitical 
interest; this “scholarly projection” of regional thinking has been complemented 
by works intended for a wider audience, reinforcing the idea in the public mind 
of the region as a coherent object of historical research.12 Yet the predominant 
vision of a coherent Black Sea region of security and energy cooperation today 
does not necessarily tell us about the “regionalness” of the Black Sea in modern 
history. Answering this question, as scholars like Charles King, Eyüp Özveren, and 
Stephan Troebst, among others have posited, requires weighing various criteria for 
different historical periods. The following fields have been identified by some or all 
of these scholars as potential criteria: (1) an endogenous feeling of shared regional 
identity; (2) the external imposition of “regionalness” through cartography or the 
pursuit of regional geostrategic interests; (3) the weakening or strengthening of 
state borders vis-à-vis common markets or porous civil societies; and (4) cultural 
transfer and migration.

***
With this special issue, we take one of these criteria and posit the degree of 

exchange or non-exchange as one of the main measures of “regionalness” in Black 
Sea history. The degree to which the geography and geopolitics of the Black Sea 
allowed—or hindered—exchange and mobility is one of the fundamental questions 
of today’s scholarly interest in the Black Sea. Research on exchange and mobility 
has dealt with people, goods, or ideas and has mainly focused on the period after 
the mid-eighteenth century, when the expansion of the Russian Empire southward 
began forcing the Ottoman Empire to concede ever more trade on the Black Sea to 
Russian seafaring. Following the eighteenth-century wars between the two empires, 
the Black Sea ceased to be an “Ottoman lake” and entered into a phase of intense 
mobilization and competition between multiple states, groups, and individuals.13A 
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number of recent studies have traced individuals’ and groups’ modes of mobility 
in the Black Sea region. Among them is Kelly O’Neill’s book, which describes 
Crimea as a Russian “southern empire” closely interconnected with the worlds 
of Greek merchants and the Ottoman Empire.14 In her study of Russian Muslim 
pilgrimage to Mecca, Kane demonstrates how the Russian state monopolized 
travel on the Hajj by establishing state-sanctioned routes and boosting its own 
steamship company (ROPiT) as the main travel agent for religious pilgrimage to 
both Mecca/Medina and Jerusalem. In doing so, the Russian Empire expanded its 
geographical reach using new routes through the Black Sea, while simultaneously 
amplifying the movement of people across it.15 In his study of migration across the 
Russian and Ottoman Empires, meanwhile, Andrew Robarts highlights the density 
of exchange, both official and non-official, and focuses on one unintended side-
effect of this cross-border exchange: alongside people, diseases like plague and 
cholera also spread across imperial borders. This posed a tremendous challenge 
for the administrations of both states, threatening lives and economic prosperity 
on either side. Therefore, Robarts’s story is one of mobility and of non-mobility: 
Especially during the spread of diseases and the immediate aftermath, Russia and 
the Ottoman Empire tried to reinforce their border regimes in order to prevent or 
at least obstruct uncontrolled transimperial movements, thereby contributing to 
and encouraging illegal practices such as smuggling, corruption, and others. While 
mobility in the modern period is often conceived in terms of popular movement 
outside of the absolute control of the state, state-induced forced mobility and 
its devastating consequences for the Circassians, Crimean Tatars, and other 
populations around the Black Sea form another node of research.16 Yet another line 
of research focuses on the exchange of ideas and knowledge across the Black Sea 
and into Europe and the Ottoman Empire.17 Most recently, a significant amount of 
research has been devoted to the mobility of cultural goods, forms of everyday life 
and leisure and tourism in the Black Sea region.18 Mobility across the Black Sea and 
its shores was a crucial element for the economic prosperity of the region; it comes 
as no surprise that the closure of borders and routes corresponded, generally 
speaking, to phases of economic and political uncertainty.

The forms, practices and, repercussions of mobility and non-mobility are at the 
core of all four articles comprising this special issue. 

In her contribution, Pınar Üre introduces an important yet largely overlooked 
community connecting the northern and southern shores of the Black Sea – “White 
Russian” refugees to Turkey in the late 1910s and early 1920s. Making their way 
into Turkish republican society as a “skilled labor force,” such refugees were both 
agents of Turkey’s modernization as well as cultural ambassadors, for example, 
merging Russian and Turkish dishes into a trans-Black Sea cuisine. Üre argues, 
in fact, that this connection forged by refugees from Russia helps us to better 
understand Turkish modernization as multipolar, not entirely reliant on any one 
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model or actor.
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, skilled labor moved from south 

to north and assisted in Russian modernization. Alexandros Levantinos, a mining 
engineer from the Ottoman Empire, is at the center of Iannis Carras’s biographical 
study. Carras uses the case of Levantinos to demonstrate the immense reach of 
mobility across and beyond the Black Sea region in early modern period. Born 
in the Pontus region, the engineer eventually ended up in the silver mines of 
Nerchinsk, supported and sponsored directly by the Russian state. Carras shows 
that the individual connections required by Levantinos to establish his position in 
Russia existed in tension with his ability to move freely across state boundaries.

Dealing with the second half of the twentieth century, Etienne Forestier-Peyrat 
emphasizes the ambiguous effects of the Black Sea’s divide during the Cold War, 
when NATO confronted the Warsaw Pact at the Soviet-Turkish border. Here, stasis, 
rather than mobility, may strike us as the defining factor of the Black Sea region. 
Going beyond geopolitics, however, Peyrat pays close attention to local factors 
and cultural entanglements such as individual cross-border mobility, resource 
exchange (gas), and the important role of tourism and leisure on both sides of the 
border. This allows him to draw a more subtle picture of the Black Sea: The region 
appears to be divided and connected at the same time. 

Finally, Michel Abeßer focuses on one particular location, where two settlements 
on the shore of the northern Black Sea—a Russian core and an Armenian colony—
gradually merged into today’s city of Rostov-on-Don. Using the lens of economic 
cultures, his contribution demonstrates this movement towards each other was by 
no means linear and always peaceful. Instead, the story of migration and Rostov’s 
interethnic co-existence is characterized by interaction and conflict as well as 
cooperation and distinction.

Taken together, all four contributions shed light on different forms of exchange 
and non-exchange on mobility and stasis between various groups and regions and 
on the role of states in promoting or preventing such mobility. While the Black Sea 
in some cases appears to be a contact zone, in others it is more a divisive border. 
For historians, the Black Sea itself clearly remains a “frontier zone” of historical 
research, bringing scholars from Russian and Middle Eastern Studies together and 
forcing them to rethink their own assumptions and mental maps.
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